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How many letters do you and your staff open every day? Twenty, forty, fifty, a hundred more? Whatever your daily
average, investing in a B100 or B300 letter-opener manual or automatic can easily pay for itself over the year. Not
only does it mean that letter contents can be sorted and circulated for action faster. The seconds saved on each
envelope save significant time and energy your staff could spend a lot more profitably doing other things. Add it all
up. It makes good business sense.

Access B100: The compact response.

Access B300: Good automatic sense.

It looks good. Fits the smaller office. Works

The B300 cuts out time and effort in every way.

smart. Just lay the envelope on the cutting

It switches on and off automatically, cleanly and

board. Pull the lever across to the other side

precisely opens stacked letters at up to 250 per

it’s open. Quick, comfortable, flexible the

minute. You’ll like that. Even better, the B300

B100 handles all envelope sizes in

accepts all sizes of envelope in thicknesses up

Thicknesses of up to 6 mm. A big help with

to 6.5 mm so it cuts out much tedious fanning

smaller postal volumes at a sensible price.

and sorting, too. You’ll love that!

Looks neat,
works smart.
Which colour
would you
like your B100
to be?

Beyond pure
function: Frama
letter-openers
do not shave
envelopes
open. They slit
them, finely
and precisely.
Benefits: the
envelopes’
contents
remain
completely

undisturbed,
stapled
documents
stay
stapled and
there are no
messy bits
of paper to
sweep up
afterwards
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Cutting-edge
speed and care:
Place a whole
pile of letters
on the B300
feed-tray. Your
post emerges in
the out-tray
almost like

lightning,
looking
absolutely
unchanged.
The only
difference
is, it’s
been opened.
Immaculately.

